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Preface

We hope you like this second collection of jokes. We did.
What did one plate say to the other?

Dinner is on me!

What do you call a good-looking fruit?

A fine-apple.

What did the cupcake tell its frosting?

I’d be muffin without you!

What do you call a rich elf?

Vewy welfy.
What do elves do after school?

Their gnome-work.

What do you call an elderly snowman?

Water.

What do you call an expert in reading maps?

A legend.
How do you make an octopus laugh out loud?

You use ten-tickles.

What did the rat make for Thanksgiving dinner?

Gratatouille.

Why is it impossible to organize a good hide-and-seek team?

Good players are hard to find.
What kind of streets are haunted?

Dead ends.

What kind of birds always stick together?

Vel-crows.

What’s the easiest word in the English language to say?

Drool. Because it just rolls off the tongue.

Where do mansplainers get their water?

From a well, actually.

What did Blackbeard the pirate say when he turned eighty?

Aye, matey!
Why did the pirates raid the shoe store?
To get more booty!

Why should you never eat a clock?
It’s too time-consuming.

How do you feel when the coffee is gone?
Depresso.

What do you call an empty can of Cheese Whiz?
Cheese Was.
Why do ghosts love the elevator?

It lifts their spirits.

Why was the snowman looking through a pile of carrots?

It was picking its nose.

What do you call a belt made of watches?

A waist of time.

Why did the student eat their test?

Because the teacher said it was a piece of cake.

What do you call a droid that takes the long way around?

R2 detour.
What did the couch say half-way through the race?
Well, sofa so good.

What happened to the child who ate a clock?
They were tick to their stomach.

What happened to the leopard that fell in the washing machine?
It came out spotless.

What’s one of the first things elves learn in school?
The elf-abet.
What happened when the skunk was on trial?

The judge banged their gavel and yelled, "Odor in the court, odor in the court!"

Why was the broom running late?

It over-swept.

How does a ophiologist sign their letters and emails?

Love and hisses.
What does a goose use to blow its nose?

A honk-erchief.

What do you call an elephant in a phonebooth?

Stuck.
Knock knock jokes

Knock knock.
Who’s there?
Doris.
Doris who?
Doris locked so that’s why I’m knocking.

____________________  😊😊  _____________________

Knock knock.
Who’s there?
Little old lady.
Little old lady who?
Wow! I didn’t know you could yodel!

____________________  😊😊  _____________________
Knock knock.
Who’s there?
Kanga.
Kanga who?
No... Kanga-roo!
A vampire bat tumbled into the cave, flapped around a bit haphazardly, and finally managed to grab a perch on the ceiling. It was covered in fresh blood.

"Whew!" exclaimed the exhausted bat exhaustedly.

The other bats stared hungrily and desperately inquired of the bat, "Where’d you get that blood? You must tell us!"

"I’m too tired. I must sleep."

"Tell us now! Tell us now!"

The bat realized its friends would not let it sleep. "Fine. Follow me." it said with resignation.

It flapped out of the cave with its friends in tow. They flew down the hillside, across the river, up a small valley, and up to the edge of a forest.

The bat hovered. Its friends whizzed excitedly all around it.
"See that tree over there?" it asked.
"YES! YES! WE SEE THE TREE!"
"I didn’t."

Pat walks into a doctor’s office for an appointment. They sit in the waiting room for a bit until the doctor calls them in.

"What seems to be the problem?" asks the doctor.
Pat says, "I feel terrible, doc. What’s wrong with me?"
The doctor looks Pat up and down and sees a banana up their nose, a piece of a turkey sandwich in their left ear, and a pizza crust sticking out of their right ear.
The doctor then replied, "Well, for one, you’re not eating properly."

Julian, Oliver, and Sadie were driving home from soccer practice when Sadie said, "Let’s go get ice cream! What’s your favorite place to eat ice cream? I like ice cream at Little Z’s."
Julian said, "I like ice cream at Sully’s."
Oliver thought for a moment and then said, "I like ice
cream in my mouth."
What did the cat order for dinner at the Mexican restaurant?

A purr-ito.

What do you call a huge pile of cats?

A meow-tain.

What’s a cat’s favorite cheese?

Meow-zzarella. (Also accepted: meow-nster.)
What part of a s’more does a cat like most?

The meow-shmallow.

What does a cat put on before a fancy dinner?

Purr-fume.

What do you call it when a cat makes a social blunder?

Four paws.
What does a pirate cat say?
Me-arrrr!

What chore does a cat like most?
Lawn-meowing.

What do you call it when a cat runs 26 miles?
A meow-athon.

What subject do cats excel in at school?
Meow-thematics. (Specifically meow-tiplication.)

What kind of cat has a front pouch?
A meow-supial.
What mode of transportation do cats like most?

Meow-torcycles.

What’s a cat’s favorite color?

Purr-ple. (Also accepted: meow-genta.)

What do you call cats that swing from tree to tree?

Meow-nkeys. (Not accepted: meow-natees or meow-ntain goats.)

What do you call a confused cat?

Purr-plexed. (Also accepted: purr-fused.)
What do cats do on April Fools day?

Purr-anks!

What Greek hero did the cat dress up as for Halloween?

Purr-seus.

When does a cat pass go?

In Meow-nopoly!

What do cats think of this joke book?

They think it’s purr-fect. (Also accepted: meow-diocre.)